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Location
Multiple locations throughout
the United States
Size
7,500 - 10,640 sf

DOLLAR GENERAL PROTOTYPES
Nucor Building Systems has designed and manufactured over one thousand Dollar General
stores nationwide. Our custom pre-engineered metal buildings offer Dollar General Stores the
upmost efficiency designed as single slope structures in three basic sizes: 7,500 sf, 9,100 sf, and
10,640 sf. These standardized store layouts provide customers with clearly displayed products for

Wall System
Combinations of metal panels
with brick & masonry

convenience, value, and a fast check out process.

Roof System
Standing Seam

panels, brick, and masonry. All new stores are built with standing seam roof systems.

Exterior finishes for Dollar General projects typically include attractive combinations of metal

BENEFITS OF PARTNERING WITH NUCOR BUILDING SYSTEMS
The Nucor Buildings Systems National Accounts program offers customers a single-source contact
to ensure all project requirements are met on multisite developments across North America.
Throughout the planning and construction process, they serve as a valuable resource and
advocate on your project to simplify the entire process and add to your bottom line.

The NBS team used 3D Building Information Modeling (BIM) technology in the design phase
of Dollar General projects to add powerful value and efficiency. By using BIM, a revolutionary
technology in the construction industry, it allowed Dollar General to see three-dimensional
conceptual replicas of their projects early in the design process, which enabled visualization,
simplified decision-making and approvals. By sharing the BIM model with other trades, it can
significantly increase collaboration and productivity in design and construction.
With eleven locations strategically located throughout the country and a coast-to-coast
network of a combined 2,600 Authorized Builders, Nucor Building Systems companies are
in the perfect position to deliver prototype buildings for Dollar General and other national
companies. NBS continuously provides competitive pricing, predictable schedules, and
proven performance.

